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Shoulders Designated for Bicycle Tra fÍic?
Rumble Strips or Not Along Wide

PEn GÅnpEn

Wide, paved shoulders on busy two-lane roads are sometirnes desig-
nated as bicycle routes. But this shoulder rnay not be a safe place for
bicyclists if inattentive and dozing dlivers "use" it roo. Prelirninary esti-
mates for a road carlying 1,000 vehicles/hr show a fatality rate sub-
stantially higher than the average rare for bicycling. To rnake rhe shoul-
der safe, dozing vehicle drivers have to be rvoken up before they
inflinge on the bicyclists' part of the shoulder. Continuous shoulder.
rumble strips have a potential to alert wandeling drivcrs and thus reduce
the number of run-off-road ar.rtornobile crashes, as well as enhance the
safety of bicyclists and others using the shoulder. A nauow strip rhat
leaves most of the shoulcler to the bicyclists is desir.ed. It is irnportant
that this rernaining part is kept fiee from debr.is so that bicyclists are not
forced 1o ride on the nrnlble area or out in traffic.

There a¡e several ¡easons why bicycling shoul<l be promoted. It is a
nonpolluting fol'm of personalizecl trans¡>ortation that can help
reduce congestion. Furthernrole, bicycling is a folm of tr.ansporta-
tion beneficial to the individual's health as long as injuries are
avoided. The National Bicycling and Walking Stucly (/), therefore,
set as goals to double cun'ent levels of walking and bicycling and to
reduce by l0 percent the nurnber of bicyclists and pedestr.ians killed
and injured in crashes. The recent trend in the rising level of bicy-
cling is somewhat encouraging. The bicycle seems to have gained
popularity for recreational purposes over the last few years. For
transpoltation purposes, the trend is mixed. Some regions have seen

increased usage even for commuting pur?oses, but the nationwide
trend is less encouraging. The 1980 census showed that 0.5 percent
of all workel's used the bicycle (or other) as their predominant trans-
portation tnode to get to work. In the 1990 census, that share dropped
to 0.4 percent (/). If we want to substitute bicycling for vehicle rniles
traveled, we have to focus on utilitarian uses. For commuting pur.-

poses this doesn't have to mean that the bicycle has to be ridden from
door to door. Intermodal trips, where the bicycle is used to get from
the home to a transit facility, rnay also be an effective way to cut pol-
lution, congestion, and vehicle miles traveled.

One of the most frequently cited rcasons for not bicycling is fear
for safety in traffic (/). Therefore, if we want to ¡nake bicycling a

morc popular transportation alternative, it seems logical to try to
implove the perceived safety. However, increasing the perceivecl
safety may actually be countelprocluctive from a safety perspective.
The subjectively experiencecl difficulty should not be reduced but
rather increased (2) to get fewer crashes per mile ridden. This
increased subjective difficulty should be applied to all road users
potentially involvecl in crashes. So, unless motorists and bicyclists
are completely separated, neither motorists nor bicyclists should be
encouraged to perceive the road as safer than it actually is. This rule
is often broken, and that helps explain why partial separation, for
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exarnple, bike paths that frequently intersect with strcets, leads to
more crashes per mile ridden than environrnents where bicycle and
vehicular traffic share the same loaclway (3). It also explains why
design criteria should not be based on what bicyclists perceive as
safe, unless our goal is solely to i¡rcrease bicycling irrespective of
injury consequences. However, there is nothing wrong with incrcas-
ing the perceived safety as long as the "objective" (actual) safety is
irnploved by at least the sa¡ne arnount. Then the result will typically
be mole riden, as well as fewer crashes per mile ridden. How can
roads be rnade safer', both frorn a subjective and an objective per.-

spective?

To address the question of objective safety, we will early on in
this alticle review bicyclists' involvernent in crashes, both fatal
crashes and othel injury crashes. Seen in a macl'o per.spective, we
should tly to elirninate a share of these clashes and at the same tirne
avoid introclucing new factors that rnay leacl to new crashes. Steps
for reaching this goal probably should include engineering rnea-
sures, iìs well as educational efforts and encouragernent and
enforcement activities.

Measures to irnprove the subjective (perceived) safety include
building wicle culb lanes, marked bike lanes, and paved shoulders,
as well as building separate bike paths. Paths seem to be more effec-
tive than lanes or paved shoulders if our goal is to boost ridership.
This is supported by interview srudies, as well as by studies of
actual behavior. In a l99l Halris Poll, 46 percent of indivicluals
stated they would someti¡nes commute to work by bicycle if safe
bicycle lanes were available, whereas 53 percent would ifthey had
safe, separate designated paths on which to ride (/). In the Chicago
area, census zones where ñve linear trails exist averaged 15.6 per-
ce¡rt of commuter trips by bicycle, compared with only I percent for
the region as a whole (1).

It is difficult to design safe paths that do not have their own right-
of-way, and getting a separate right-of-way rnay be impossible.
Then paved shoulders or bike lanes may be the most feasible option
(3). It should also be noted that there are bicyclists who prefer to
ride on roads shared with autornobiles rather than on separate paths.
Pavecl shoulders and bike lanes are typically perceived as safe as

long as vehicle speeds and volumes are relatively low. However,
wide, paved shoulders are sometimes designated as bike routes even
on very busy two-lane loads. ISTEA funcling will probably make
this practice substantially more common. This raises the question,
is the shoulder of a busy highway a safe place for bicycle riclers
when inattentive or dozing drivers may inadvertently "use" it too?

OBJECTIVE

The issue this article focuses on is the safety level for bicyclists on
wide, paved shoulders in rural areas, and whether these shoulders
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shoukl be separated fìom the traveled lane by continuous rumble
strips. Wide curb lanes and striped bicycle lanes can, in this respect,
be seen as equal to paved shoulders lacking a separating rur¡ble area.

SHOULDERS AND SAFETY

Paved shoulders give many aclvanrages. An addition of 1.2 rn (4 ft)
wide, pavecl shoulders on rulal, two-lane roads has been shown to
reduce run-off-road, head-on, ancl sideswipe motor vehicle cr.ashes

by 29 percent, whercas 2.4 m (8 ft) wide, paved shoulders yielcled
a 49 percent reduction (4). Paved shoulders also save rnoney in
maintenance costs because they reduce degradation of the travelecl
Iane. In addition, they enhance the safety of bicyclists, cornparecl
with riding along the same road lacking paved shoulcters. But the
question is, is this to a level of safety sufficiently high to justify
encouraging bicyclists to use paved shoulders on busy rural two-
lane roads?

Bicycle Crash Review

In the United States there are about 850 fatalities in motor-vehicle
related crashes among bicyclists annually (J). This repr.esenrs
about 90 percent of all fatally injured bicyclists (ó). In other worcls,
we would alrnost fully solve the problem of fatalities if we man-
aged to totally separate bicycle rraffic from motor vehicle traffic.
To have this as a goal would, of course, be unrealistic. And for
l'eâsons mentioned earlier, it is hard to predict the effect of only
partial separation.

We know that nationwide about 73 percent of fatal rnotor-
vehicle-related bicycle crashes happen away from intersections and
36 percent happen outside urban areas (5). Thus in theory, at least,
the potential number of fatalities that could be avoided if all rural
roads had "safe" shoulders seems to be around 240 ayear [(73 per-
cent)(36 percent) (850)1. However., some ol these crashes happen at
junctions with driveways. Shoulders would probably not influence
these crashes. Also, there are crashes away from junctions (inter-
sections and clriveways) that involve bicyclists crossing the road.
Some of the remaining crashes involve a driver who has dozed off.
Wicle, paved shoulders would definitely not guarantee that these
accidents were avoided. An in-depth analysis of all fatal bicycle
crashes in Maine from 1986-1991 (Z) showed that the bicyclist was
going straight along the roacl in the same direction as the vehicle in
only 3 of l4 cases.

About 77,000 bicyclists are injured (/) in motor-vehicle related
crashes in the United States annually. Analysis of all injury crashes
in the state of Maine in 199 I showed that 55 percent of them hap-
pened at intersections (f. These would definitely not be eliminated
by the constluction of wide shoulders. Half of the crashes between
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intersections involved a vehicle or bicycle nroving in or out of a

driveway. Wide shoulders would probably not reduce this number
either. The bicyclist was crossing the road away from i¡ttel.sections
and not coming flom a driveway in I 0 per.cent of all cr.ashes. Again,
wide shoulclers would probably have no effect. Only 9 percent of all
crashes involved a bicyclist and a rnotorist traveling along the road
in the same direction away from intersections and clriveways. Wide
"safe" shoulders would reduce this nurnber. In 3 percent, the par-ties
were tlaveling in opposing directions away fr.orn intersections and
driveways. Wide shoulders would have a potential to reduce this
number too, though teaching the bicyclists to ride with traffic may
be the most effective measurc.

Very few studies have evaluated the effecr on bicyclist safety of
adding paved shoulders. To be useful, such studies naturally have
to be controlled for regression-to-the-mean. Data frorn Maine (Z)
indicate that the presence of shoulders does not necessarily make
roads safe for bicyclists. Almost half (46 percent) of all the roads
linked with bicycle crashes had a shouldel on the right-hand side,
though often it was narrow, and the type ancl quality of the surface
is typically unknown. On the other hand, only l3 percenr of the
claslìes happened on roads with a right-hand shoulclerof 1.8 m (6
ft) or rnore. Lack of bicycle ridership counts means that these nuìn-
bers cannot be tlanslated into risk estimates. It is not only the wiclth
of the shoulder that indicates lrow much space is left for bicyclists.
The combined wiclth of the traveled way and the shoulders should
be considered. The relationship between number of bicycle crashes
and total pavemenr width is illustrated in Figure L Very wide pave-
ment width indicates more than two traffic lanes. An analysis
showed that only 7 percent ofall bicycle crashes (away from inter-
sections) were repol'ted on roads with more than two lanes (2 per-
cent olt three-lane roads,2 percerìt on four-lane, I percent on five-
lane, and I percent on seven-lane roads). This does not mean that
rnultilane roads are safe, but rather that most bicyclists ride on two-
lane roads.

Shoulders used by bicyclists should have a high pavement sran-
dard and be kept free from debris and obstacles, including motor
vehicles. This is especially important if the shoulder is designated
for bicycle traffic. Parked vehicles can be accepted in emergency
situations. Moving motor vehicles are more of a threat to the safety
of bicyclists. There are many reasons why motorists enter shoul-
ders. A few states permit regular use of shoulders for slow-moving
vehicles, and other states permit it under certain conclitions. In addi-
tion, there is a lot of illegal use. For example, vehicles turning left
at T-intersections lacking left turn lanes are sometimes passed on
the right by vehicles using the shoulder. This type of situation is
dangerous, but the greater threat to the safety of bicyclists is
probably the nondeliberate use of shoulders by inattentive or dozing
drivers. Inattentiveness can be caused by a driver talking to a pas-
senger, trying to read a map while driving, or looking out a side win-
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FIGURE I Pavement width of link with bicycle accident. (Note that intersection-
related crashes are not included.)



dow. The inattentive driver can be made awa¡e that he is drifting
onto the shoulder with visual, auditory, or tactile (vibratory) signals.
It has been shown that tactile signals give the quickest response.
What to do about dozing drivels is addrcssed below.

FREQUENCY WITH WHICH DRIVERS DOZE OFF
WHILE DRIVING

Reports based on police-recorded accidents give clues to how olten
people have accidents as a result ofdozing off, but this infor¡nation
is rnost likely biased because people are not likely to reporr the true
cause of an accident that is sleep-related. In fact, the accident rnay
not be reported at all, especially if it doesn't involve a second party
and takes place on a minor rural road. It may be possible to captur.e
these accidents in other ways, for example, through interview stud-
ies or with the use of questionnaires distributed among randomly
chosen drivers. According to Dillman (8), who commonly is quoted
as an expert on interview techniques, people tend to give "socially
acceptable answers" in face-to-face interviews, whereas people are
more apt to tell the truth if the survey is done in a way that ensures
anonymity. This is probably especially true if admitting rhe rrurh
rnay reveal embarrassing or even criminal behavior. Vy'e therefore
chose to use questionnaires for collecting this data. These were dis-
tributed in the state of Maine during 1993. A total of 205 drivers
participated. Following is a summary of the results. Details are pre-
sented in a separate ¿¡rticle (9).

The average incident rate of dozing off while driving was around
once evel'y 45,000 km (28,000 mi) among randornly selected dri-
vers. Younger drivers (<25 yr) are signifìcantly more prone to
falling asleep than other groups (P < 0.1 percent). Almost every
second person (3ó out of79) below age 25 had been asleep behind
the wheel during the last l2 months. Their incident l'ate was ar.ound
once every 22,000 km (14,000 mi). Men were twice as likely to fall
asleep as women (significant difference, P < 0. I percent). Among
randomly chosen males, 30 percent had fallen asleep behind the
wheel during the last l2 rnonths. The conesponding percentage
among females was 14.

Fifteen (13 percent of those who had dozed off) reported a

collision as a result of having fallen asleep. Two more reported to
have woken up completely off the road, in a ditch and on a lawn,
respectively, but because these incidents resulted in no damage to
the vehicles, they were not considered to be accidents by the respon-
dents. Only 2 ofthe l5 drivers reported that they woke up before
the collision. One woke up in a hospital. Five of the accidents were
collisions with other vehicles, three involving another passenger car
and two involving heavy trucks. The remaining l0 were single-
vehicle accidents; in 3 cases collisions with guard rails, in 2 cases
with trees, in I each with a snowbank, a ditch, and a telephone pole
(on a sidewalk). Only 5 of the 15 accidents were reported ro rhe
police.

Most of the drivers who had not had a collision stated that they
were asleep only for a second or two and woke up by themselves.
They seemed to think there was not a real threat ofan accident.

Type of Road

Drivers fall asleep on all types of roads, but the rate varies.
Our hypothesis was that respondents would be able to recall
where an incident had taken place, and, accordingly, classify the
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¡'oad section as Intelstate highway ol freeway, other major
highway, local lural road, or urban route. We considered the
typical respondent would be unable to classify loads into tnor.e spe-
cific subgroups such as other principal arterial, minor arte-
rial, major collector, and minor collector. After analyzing the
study, we believe that the only classification we can rely on is
"lnterstate or freeway" aud "other rural road." So few incidents
took place on urban streets that an analysis of incident rates is not
nreaningful.

Just over one-half (52 percent) of the most serious incidents took
place on Interstate highways. Abour l8 percenr of all vehicle miles
traveled in Maine are on Interstate highways (10). This means that
the incident rate here is about 2.9 times higher than the average, or
once every 16,000 km (10,000 rniles) on average.

About 45 percent of the incidents took place on "other rural
roads." Rural travel excluding Interstates accounts for about 56 per-
cent of all miles traveled in Maine (/0). This gives us an incident
rate that is about 80 percent of the average rate, or once ever.y
56,000 km (35,000 miles).

Time of Day

Drivers go to sleep at all times of day, but especially during times
when the person is used to being asleep. Analysis of the I l5 inci-
dents in which the drivers could recall the time ofday they experi-
enced their most severe incident shows that the highest hourly rate
was just around midnight. The incident rare then was double the
âverage. Only 36 percent of the incidents occuned between 7 a.m.
and 9 p.rn., the time of day most bicycling takes place. This time
period encompasses 58 percent of the day, giving an incident rate
per unit of time as 62 percent of the average. Vehicle traffic is, of
course, also higher during these ti¡nes. About 82 percent ofall traf-
ñc occurs between 7 a.rn. and 9 p.m. (11). This gives a daytime inci-
de¡ìt rate per vehicle mile driven as 44 percent (36 percent/82 per-
cent) of the average, or once every 102,000 km (64,000 miles). A
Iot of biking can be expected in the morning rush hour, if biking
becomes a common commuting, mode. The incident rate between 7
a.m. and 9 a.m. is somewhat higher than the 7 a.m. to 9 p.m. aver-
age (Figure 2).

Traffic Volume

The traffic at the time of the incident was usually very light; 53 per-
cent report an incident in which they were more or less alone on the
road. However, traffic volume is strongly correlated to time of day.
It would be purely speculative to further reduce the incident rate
because of higher than average traffic volumes during the times
bicyclists typically ride. Maybe what we should do is the opposite;
increase the rate some during times when people ride bicycles. In
the following section, Analysis of Sleep-Related l;atal Accidents,l
present an accident analysis of fatal accidents on Maine's Interstate
system showing that most sleep-related accidents happen in the
surnmer and in the daytime.

Location When Waking Up

This analysis was to evaluate whether the driver actually infringed
on the shoulder or not before waking up. If he or she did, continu-



ous shor¡lder rumble strips woulcl be fully ef fective if they procluced
enough ru¡nble to wake up the dozing driver, and his reaction was
to get back onto the ttaveled way befole infringing on the part used
by bicyclists.

In 62 pelcent ofthe incidenrs, the driver didn't wake up until after
he or she had left the traveled lane. In tll'ee out of four of these
cases, the driver had drifted otï to the right.

Rate of Dozing Off and Drifting Onto Shoulders of
Trvo-Lane Roads in the Daytime

Ou¡' best estilnate of how often a landom Maine driver leaves the
traveled way as a result of falling asleep and drifts off onto either of
the shouldels before waking up is about once every 206,000 krn

[(45,000y(0.80)l (0.4 4) I (0.62)l (once every I 28,000 rni les). This
rate assumes that the road is lacking devices for waking the clrivel.
back up before infringing onto the shoulder. With such devices,
these situations could practically be eliminated.

ANALYSIS OF SLEBP.RELATED FATAL
ACCIDENTS

Of the fatal accidents on Maine's Interstate system from
1989-1993,42 percent (33179) were caused by a driver definitely
or very probably having fallen asleep. The investigating officers of
these acciclents either indicated "drivel apparently fèll asleep" or
noted that the driver ol a passenger said that the driver had fallen
asleep. Ninety-foul people were killed in the 79 fätal accidents; 45
of them died in sleep-related accidents. Table I shows the time of
day, time of year, and day of the week these sleep-related fatal acci-
dents occurred. There was an obvious concentration of accidents at
the time of day and time of year when bicyclists typically ride. This
indicated that the frequency with which drivers doze off might have
to be adjusted toward higher values pel mile than used in this stucly.

The police report indicated that drivers who fell asleep were oper-
ating under the influence of alcohol or drugs in only 2 of the 33 acci-
dents that probably or very probably were sleep related; whereas
drivers werc operating under the influence in l0 of the remaining 4ó
accidents (those classified as probably not being sleep related). In
total, alcohol or drugs were indicated as a contributing factor in l5
percent (12/79) of the accidents. In other words, our data indicate
that sleep is a problem usually not linked to alcohol, and a problem
about three times greater than the use of alcohol in fatal accidents
on the Interstate system.
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RISK OFA SLEEP-RELATED BICYCLE CRASH ON
ROADS WITH CONTINUOUS SMOOTTI
PAVEMENT WITHOUT SEPARATION OF
TRAVELED WAY AND SHOULDER

Bicyclists rnay have several types ofcrashes when they ride along a

road on a pavecl shoulder. These inclucle single bicycle accidents, as
well as collision accidents with other bicyclists, with parked or slow
rnoving cars, or farm equipment. Sevele injury and fatal bicycle
crashes typically involve a rnotol vehicle traveling at rnore than min-
inrurn speed. Along a road with paved shouldels, such collisions can
occur if the bicyclist leaves the pavecl shoulder, for example, to
swerve arouncl a pothole. Morc olien such a collision is the result of
a nrotorist infringing onto the shoulder. This can be a voluntar.y
movetììent, fol exarnple, when a lnotorist turns iuto or leaves a drive-
way or passes a left-turning vehicle on the right-hand side. In sorne
regions, it is also common practice to use the shoulder for letting
faster tlaffic pass, especially for heavy vehicles on steep grades lack-
ing clirnbing lanes. The shoulder infringement can also be an invol-
untary nlovement resulting frorn the driver going too fast to control
the vehicle, being inattentive, or having dozed off. Below is a risk
estimate for this last type of crash. This estimate gives, of course,
only a fraction of the total risk to wl'rich a bicyclist is subjected.

Let us assume that a bicyclist rides on a paved shoulder with
high-quality pavement and no separating continuous shoulder rum-
ble strips along a busy road for I hour, that he travels about l6 km
(10 mi), and is passed by about 1,000 vehicles. The likelihood of
someone dozing off over this section would be about 7.8 percent,
using the estimate that drivers fall asleep once every 206,000 km in
the daytime on two-lane roads. In-depth interviews with a limited
number ofdrivers who have fallen asleep and gone offthe road indi-
cate that often the vehicle travels for quite a long distance before
leaving the paved roadway. The angle at which the car goes off the
road is argument that proves this. According to the Illinois Division
of Highways, the average angle fol run-off-road accidents is 3

degrees (/2). This means that a car travelsjust over 45 m (150 ft)
on the shoulder, if the shoulder is 2.5 m (8 ft) wide, before hiuing
the pavement edge. A 1.8-m (6-ft) wide car will, on average, occupy
50 percent of the width of the shoulder over these 45 m. With these
assumptions and assuming that three out of four drivers veer to the
right, we arrive at a risk factor of approximately I in 12,000

t(0.078X150/52,800X3/4X0.5)l that the bicyclist will be hit from
behind by a dozing driver. And the chance that the injuries would
be fatal is high. Our assumptions may not be fully realistic. Our.road
may not be typical. It may have somewhat more vehicle traffic than
the average road with pavecl shoulders. The risk of falling asleep
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FIGURB 2 Tirne of day rvhen most severe incident occurred. Relative frequency of
incidents is defined ¿¡s share of incitlents reported during a specific time pcriod divided by
the portion this tirne period constitutes. The fact that traffic volunres vary betrveen these
time periods is not taken into account,



TAIILE I Occurrer¡ce of Fatal Sleep-Rclated Accidcnts on lVlaine's Interstate Systenì
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nray decrcase in heavy traffic flows, bt¡t not as dramatically as one
might think. Flalf the incidents reported in our survey took place on
roads with at least "some" traffic. Bicyclists may not use the full
width ofthe shoulder and, therefore, rnay not have a potential to be
hit on more than a fraction of the 45-rn sectiorì. Finally, some bicy-
clists may be observant of tlaffic from behind and evade a collision
by leaving the roaclway altogether when a car enters the shoulder
behincl them. An extrerne "low estimate" of the actual lisk ol a col-
lision (10 percent ofthe calculated nurnber) srill produces a risk of
collision of l in 120,000.

What is the likelihood that such a collision woulcl prove fatal? A
Gerrnan study (13) shows that the probability of death for a pedes-
trian hit by a car is closely related to the collision speed of the pas-
senger câr'. It gave the following relationships between collision
speed ancl death probability: 20 km/h (12 rnph) * l0 percenr, 30
kn/h (19 rnph) - 20 percent,50 knr/h (31 mph) = 60 percenr,
and 80kr/h (50 rnph) - 98 percenr. A studyofdeath probabilities
among Maine bicyclists supports sirnilar death rates among
bicyclists (Z). Motorists clozing off on rural roacls norrnally con-
tinue at high speeds after dozing off. A 50 pelcent chance that the
injuries prove fatal seems rather conset'vative. This gives a fatality
rate around 250 X l0-E fatalities/bicycle krn (400 X lO-8/bicycle
rni) if we use our "best" estirnate. The fatality rate would be
25 X l0-8 fatalities/bicycle km (40 X lO-8/bicycle mi) if we use
the extremely low estimate. Even this latter rate is substan-
tially higher than the rate for average bicycling, and this estimate
does not inclucle fàtalities caused by vehicles drifting onto
the shoulder for other reasons than the driver being asleep, or by
vehicles traveling in the opposing dilection. It would probably be
safer for the bicyclists to use a low volume, low speed, parallel road
even if it lacks shoulders altogether. However, if we make use of
a way to wake up vehicle drivers before they infringe on the
bicyclists' part of the shoulder, the situation could be irnproved
considerably.

This example illustrates the risk of riding on the shoulder of a

two-lane roacl. In some states, bicycling is allowed on Interstate
shoulders. In that case, the risk of a fatal sleep-related crash is
almost four times higher than on a two-lane road carrying the same
traffic volume. A separating device beconres a necessity.

Average U.S. Fatality Rate for Bicycling

The average bicycling fatality rate for the United States is about l5
X l0-E/km (24 X l0-8/mi). This has been estirnated using the sta-
tistic of 856 fatalities in I 990 (5); whereas rotal disrance rraveled by

bicycle according to the National Bicycling and Walking Study (1)
amounrecl to abour 5.5 x lOe km (3.4 billion mi) in 1990. Other
studies indicate that the amount ridden by bicycle is higher or about
22 x l}e km (13.5 billion rni) in 1990, which is calculated as rhe
average of low and high estirnates of the report ðn vironmental Ben-
efits of Bic¡'cling and Walking in the United States (14). That would
give an average U.S. fatality rate of approximately 4 X l0-8/k¡n
(6 x l0-8/rni).

HOW TO STOP DOZING DRIVDRS FROM
DRITfI'ING ONTO SHOULDERS

Driver monitoring systelns and automatic guiclance systems l.esult-
ing frorn the nlassive IVHS research currently undertaken may
eventually eliminate rnost accidents caused by people falling
asleep while driving. But even if those devices are on the tnarket
relatively soon, it will take at least another l0 to 15 years before
most vehicles are equipped with them. Cost-effective ways of
reducing the problem in the interim would save rnany lives. These
could focus on keeping sleep-prone dlivers off the road, keeping
them awake while they drive, or waking rhem up before they cause
an accident.

The group of people who are sleep-prone is so large that it would
be impossible to keep them off the road completely. Thus, a com-
bination of the other strategies should be used.

Measures preventing drivers from actually falling asleep include
medical treatment of people suffering from sleep apnea; driver edu-
cation and information; and design efforts by engineers, for exam-
ple, building roads with shorter tangents, "rhythrnic" alignment and
appealing vistas at irregular but short distances, and, if that is
impossible, providing artificial "eye-openers" such as art exhibi-
tions along the road (tried along French Autoroutes), as well as pro-
viding rest areas reasonably spaced.

The third categoly, waking people back up before they cause an
accident, is the area in which our research effort is concentrated.
Today, small devices are available rhat can be clipped onto the ear
that supposedly awaken a nodding driver, but most drivets will
probably never use them, nor do these devices seem very effective.
Eventually, "smart cars" will monitor drivers, but until then, other
measures should be used. The most effective may be physical mea-
sures. We believe that highway engineers too often conclude that an
accident caused by a driver dozing olf could not have been averted
through engineering measures. However, we believe that a simple,
relatively inexpensive technique, continuous shoulder rumble
strips, is a very effective physical measure that will decrease the
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likelihood of all accidents caused by dozing or inattentive rnoror.ists,
not just those involving bicyclists.

USE OF SHOULDER RUMBLE STRIPS ON
TWO-LANE ROADS

The departments of transportation of all 50 states were surveyecl to
fìncl out whether continuous shoulder rumble strips are used along
two-lane, two-directional highways.

The use of continuous rumble strips along other roads than lim-
ited-access highways is fairly limited. Thirty-five stares have no
practice on two-lane roacls, and only a small fraction of the network
has been treated in the rernaining l5 states. Alabanra's policy is to
use continuous rumble strips to separate lanes for car tr.affic from
shoulde¡s designated for bicyclist and pedestrian use. Arizona treats
all shoulders of rural divided and undivided roadways on which
pavement width, including shoulders, exceeds 10.4 m (34 ft). In Cal-
ifornia, the policy is that rumble stlips are not used where bicyclists
use the shoulder unless there is a I .5-m (5-ft) clear shoulder left on
the outel edge. In Colorado, the informal policy is to roll strips into
all bituminous overlays, as well as in new construction of all port-
lancl cement concrete highways. In Georgia, continuous shoulder
rumble stlips a¡e used on all paved shoulders tlìat are at least 1.2 ¡n
(4 ft) wide. In ldaho, rumble srrips are considered on primary high-
ways with a history of run-off-road accidents. In Cook County, Ill.,
which encompasses the city of Chicago, shoulder rumble strips have
been used for 20 years on "all" resurfacing projects, and rnore than
a thid of the network has been treated. Now, noise pollution and
some opposition from bicyclists have slowed new treatment. In
Kansas, two-lane rural roads are treated ifshoulders are wider than
1.8 rn (6 ft). Kentucky reports that since 1988 shoulder rumble strips
have been added to resurfacing, rehabilitation, and new construction
on all roads with wide, paved shoulders and narow shoulclers if
placed rnonolithic. In Missouri, all roads with portland cement con-
crete shoulders or bituminous lift at least 45 mm (l.75 in.) thick and
at least 1.2 m (4 ft) wide ger continuous shoulder rumble strips as
long as the shoulder is not expected to become a travel lane. In
Nevada, all rehabilitation and overlay projects require rumble strips
if the shoulder is 1.2 m (4 ft) or wider. In New Mexico, all rural high-
ways get rumble strips when they are improved, except for smaller
projects, projects in mountainous tenain with many curves, or if
shoulders are less than 2.4 rn (8 ft) wide and used by rnany bicyclists.
In Pennsylvania, shoulders âre treated if there are many run-off-road
accidents and the shoulder is at leasr 2.4 m (8 ft) wide. In Utah, all
two-lane two-way roads with safety problems or design speed more
than 50 mph and at least 1.2 m (4 ft) shoulders get rumble strips dur-
ing reconstruction. In West Virginia, all U.S. and state routes with
bituminous pavemenr get rumble strips if shoulders are at least 2.4
m (8 ft) wide [or adjacent to ramps and climbing lanes that have
shoulders at least 0.9 m (3 ft) widel.

Adverse Effects of Continuous Shoulder Rumble Strips

One problem associated with rumble strips is noise pollution. This
should not be a problem for shouldel rurnble strips because they are
not supposed to be traversed except for an emergency situation or
when a vehicle has left its normal path for some other reason. How-
ever, several agencies report noise to be a problem in built-up areas,
and even for occupants of individual houses in rural areas, espe-
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cially in the sumrner when windows ar.e left open. Noise pr.oblerns,
particularly fIo¡n trucks, were leported by the Pennsylvania Turn-
pike Commission and by the State of Wisconsin even on roads
where the strip was rernovecl 0.75 m (2 ft 6 in.) from the traveled
lane. For this leason, roacls in the Milwaukee atea âre not treated,
whercas all other segments of the Inte¡'state system in Wisconsin are
treated. A spokesperson for the lVisconsin Department of Trans-
portation thinks the problem rnay be lessened when the novelty oi
shoulder rurnble strips rnakes it less common for. truck drivers to
purposely "play" with thern.

Another problem reported with continuous shoulder rum-
ble strips is the risk thar a motorcyclist or bicyclist can have an acci-
dent as a result of a wheel getting caughr ar the edge of a rumble
strip, which may interfele with the steering of the bike. This pr.ob-
lem was recently echoed by an NCHRP Synthesis Report on the use
of rumble strips to enhance safety (/5). However, no accident data
seem to support this fear. Motorcyclists have for years been travel-
ing along Interstates with continuous shoulder rumble strips with-
out accident problems. A test by Massachusetts State police on the
Mass. Turnpike (telephone information by J. D. Johnson, product

Manager of Surface Preparation Technologies, Mechanicsburg,
Pennsylvania, July 1994) indicated that there were no maneuver-
ability problems for motorcycles traversing the milled-in strip [18
cm (7 in.) longitudinal cut with circle seg-rnent profile, spaced at 30
cm (12 in.) with 4l cm (16 in.) rransversal width, and a depth of l3
mm (l/2 in.) to l6 nrm (5/8 in.), and typically removecl about l0cm
(4 in.) from the shoulcler Iinel. In contrast, grooving ofthe traveled
way parallel to the direction traveled (for drainage reasons) has
caused numerous motorcycle crashes.

The author, together wirh 20 students and sraff (age varying from
l6 to 65), has tested what it is like to ride a bicycle across and along
milled-in rumble strips, both ground-in l8 cm (7 in.) long, l3 mm
(l/2 in.) deep circular strips and narrower rectangular strips I 3 mm
(ll2 in.) deep. Several types of bicycles were used, including nar-
row-wheel road racing bikes. Not a single rider reported any ten-
dency to lose control at any speed or any angle even when not hold-
ing on to the handle bars. But every rider reported that riding on the
rumble strips was annoying. My conclusion is that there is
absolutely no danger if a bicyclist by mistake gets into the rumble
strip area, or has to swerve into it to pass broken glass. But if the
shoulder is badly maintained, so that the rider cannot ride on it for
long distances, the alternative most bicyclists will choose is to go
out onto the traveled way rather than use the rumble strip itself. If
the rumble strip is put inro the only usable 60 cm (2 ft) of shoulder,
the rider will move out 60 c¡n (2 ft) to the left, to a more dangerous
location. But if the usable shoulder is 90 cm (3 ft) or more and a 45-
cm (18-in.) rumble strip is installed, the remaining 45 cm (18 in.)
will be sufficient for riding in as long as it is kept relatively free of
debris. An eflective narrower rumble strip that does not infringe so
much into the bicyclists' area would be preferable to the 45 cm (18
in.) one. Further research should test if such a narrow design is effi-
cient in waking a dozing driver. Rolled-in srips probably do not
create any problems for bicyclists because they are much shallower
than the milled-in types that were tested. However, neither are they
as effective in waking the dozing driver.

CONCLUSIONS

Wide, paved shoulders on busy two-lane roacls are sometimes des-
ignated as bike routes. ISTEA funding will probably make this prac-
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tice substantially morc common. But this shoulder rnay lìot be a safe

place for the bicycle licler as long as inattentive ancl dozing dlivers
inadveltently use it too. Lack of bicycle statistics rnakes it irnpossi-

ble to use ernpilical clata for calculating risks. Instead, celtain
assumptions have had to be rnacle. Based on these assumptions, cal-

culations show that the acciclent risk on paved shoulders ol busy

loads is several tirnes highel than that of avelage bicycling, if the

shoulder is not separatecl from the traveled lane by a device that

wakes up the dozing driver. The most efficient device is probably a

continuous shoulder lurnble strip.

Alabama aheady has a policy of using continuous rumble strips

to sepalate lanes fol car traffic from shoulclers designated for bicy-
clist and pedestrian use; other states have the opposite policy, to

avoid using runrble strips where there is substantial bicycle tlaffic.
The rcasons for this latter standpoint are that they believe that a

bicyclist might have maneuverability problems if he ol she gets a

wheel into the ru¡nble strip and that the remaining part olthe shoul-
der is difficult to keep free of clebris. Tests calried out in this pro-
ject do not support the fear that continuous shoulder rurnble stlips
will cause maneuverability problerns. However, further research

should be initiated to fìnd an eft'ective ¡ìarower design that infringes
less than l8 in. into the bicyclists' area and still rernains efficient in
alalrning a dozing rnotorist. Maintenance is important even with a

nan'ower design or with no rurnble strip at all. A bicycle rider on a

road with paved shoulders designated fbr bicycle traffic shoulcl, in

rny opinion, never be forced to ricle closer than 30 cm ( l2 in.) from
the traveled lane.
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